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Abstract
As part of its Assessment Reports (ARs), the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
publishes Summaries for Policymakers (SPMs) that review key findings on climate science and
climate change’s potential impacts. We argue that the IPCC could create more engaging SPMs by
incorporating narrative features. This project evaluates AR5’s SPM for narrative opportunities, which
are elements that could be narratively restructured or strengthened. Storytelling does not
compromise the goals of the IPCC but rather helps public audiences understand and relate to the
information. We encourage the adoption of storytelling elements to increase public understanding
of and engagement with climate science.
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) produces Assessment Reports (ARs)
aggregating climate change research. In line with norms in science communication, these
publications are written in a descriptive, explanatory style. The ARs also include “Summaries for
Policymakers,” (SPMs) which translate the detailed scientific reports into more accessible language
for non-specialist audiences (Barkemeyer et al. 2016). The IPCC is a prominent source of climate
change information, which then circulates in policy, the media, and the public (Poortvliet et al.
2020). While global concern about climate change is growing, there remain pockets of scepticism
and apathy that pose considerable hurdles for meaningful policy action, therefore necessitating the
continued examination of strategies for communicating science to public audiences (Fagan and
Huang 2019; Leiserowitz et al. 2020).
Scholars have studied storytelling as an effective form of science communication. In addition to
stories being an innate way that people make sense of information (Boyd et al 2020; Fisher 1984),
stories also improve information acquisition and retention and encourage belief, attitude, and
behaviour change (Dahlstrom 2014; Martinez-Conde and Macknik 2017; McComas and Shanahan
1999; Morris et al. 2019). Most studies compare narrative to non-narrative formats, but some view
storytelling on a continuum that includes scientific information. Boyd et al. (2020), for example,
proposed that “factual accounts [within science] are likely less story-like but are still narratives
nonetheless” (3). Therefore, the communication of science can be viewed as storytelling, even
though it may not resemble a traditional story structure.
Because we view IPCC reports as exercises in storytelling, we argue that strengthening their
narrative elements will create more compelling science communication. Some studies have
manipulated narrative elements to show how adjusting isolated features of stories affect narrative
engagement. For example, studies have modified the temporal state of stories (i.e. past, present, or
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future) and their realism (i.e. realistic or fantastical) and found that adjusting these features affects
how people engage with stories (Kim and Nan 2016; Sangalang and Bloomfield 2018). Additionally,
Quintero Johnson et al. (2021) found that telling a story from a first-person, third-person, or
bystander perspective affects persuasive outcomes.
These studies used more traditional story forms, but they nevertheless provide evidence that the
manipulation of different narrative elements influences audiences. It can be impractical to adopt an
entirely narrative form when communicating science, such as within technical genres of scientific
reports. Therefore, emphasizing narrative elements is a more manageable shift. These smaller, more
feasible changes can be made to increase a text’s similarity to an identifiable story structure and
therefore the likelihood that the text will have some of the tested benefits of storytelling.
Despite these findings, some have cautioned against the use of storytelling in science, often citing
the need for impartiality and objectivity (Blastland et al. 2020). This need is reflected in the IPCC’s
(2014b) stated goals to provide “clear and balanced information” that is “policy-relevant but not
policy-prescriptive.” Similar to the line between science and story, we propose that the line between
informing and persuading is not so clear and distinct. By providing policy-relevant information, IPCC
reports necessarily cross what Lynda Walsh (2013) calls the “is/ought boundary,” which refers to
how the evidence for climate change’s existence and severity is so overwhelming that to report it is
to imply that action should be taken.
Communicating science involves selecting what information to include, framing information with
various emphases, managing uncertainty, and adapting messages to target audiences (e.g.,
Barkemeyer et al. 2016; Harold et al. 2020; Stocker and Plattner 2016; Wardekker and Lorenz 2019).
These decisions place scientific publications, including IPCC reports, as acts of rhetoric, persuasion,
and storytelling. Consequently, we propose that public-facing IPCC publications such as SPMs should
“embrace the techniques” of storytelling as a step toward improving public engagement with IPCC
content (Walsh 2017:3).
According to rhetorician Walter Fisher (1984), stories are critically adopted by audiences who
perceive some stories to be more reasonable than others. Stories with high rationality have internal
coherence or probability (the elements of the story hang together) and external fidelity (the story
resonates with people’s lives). Fidelity makes topics like climate change seem less “abstract and
intangible” because they are made relevant to audiences’ lived experiences (Pidcock, quoted in
Climate Outreach 2018:3). Narrative probability and fidelity can be strengthened by creating clear,
coherent, and relevant stories. In their analysis of climate stories, Jones and Peterson (2017) draw
upon the “narrative policy framework” to describe four structural elements stories share: characters,
setting, plot, and the story’s moral. Other research also locates these features as common elements
of stories that affect audience engagement (Boyd et al 2020).
In our analysis, we group characters, setting, and moral to address the interrelated questions of who
the characters are, where are they situated, and what are their goals. By creating characters whom
people identify with, audiences can feel that climate change personally impacts them (Gustafson et
al 2020:122). Additionally, narrowing the scope of a story can “make climate change personal” by
describing localized, specific settings (Bloomfield 2019:171). Morals relate to a character’s goals and
the policy solution proposed by the narrative (Jones and Peterson 2017).
We consider plot along with narrative probability and narrative fidelity. Plot refers to “causal
relationships over time” (Jones and Peterson 2017:7), which can be expressed through chronological
juxtapositions that present information “sequentially” in order to make “a claim about causality or
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chronology” (Bloomfield and Sangalang 2014:149). Thus, a story’s plot has high probability when it
unfolds logically. Part of making science resonate with audiences is “translating” it for public
accessibility, using rhetorical figures such as comparisons and analogies (Fahnestock 1998).
Comparisons create simple ways for audiences to understand relationships and analogies make use
of references that audiences may be more familiar with, thereby increasing a story’s internal
coherence and external resonance, respectively.
In what follows, we analyse AR5’s SPM for places where these narrative elements can be added or
strengthened, which we refer to as narrative opportunities. Incorporating these elements, and
thereby increasing the story-like qualities of public-facing IPCC reports, can help SPM authors adapt
climate science for public audiences.
Narrative Opportunities in the Summary for Policymakers
In AR5’s SPM, we located two categories of narrative opportunities. The first is to communicate
clearer characters, settings, and morals. The second is to express the plot of climate change and
complex climate information through comparisons and analogies.
Characters, Settings, and Morals
AR5’s SPM notes that its headline statements are meant to be read narratively: “Headline
statements are the overarching highlighted conclusions of the approved Summary for Policymakers
which, taken together, provide a concise narrative” (IPCC 2014a:1). In this narrative, however, there
is a notable absence – explicit characters within specific settings who have goals.
“Humanity” is the implicit main character of the narrative but is not directly stated. For example, one
headline reads, “Adaptation and mitigation are complementary strategies for reducing and
managing the risks of climate change” (IPCC 2014a:2). To rephrase with more explicit characters, the
headline could read: “Global governments and leaders can enact both adaptation and mitigation as
complementary strategies for reducing and managing the risks of climate change.”
Characters can also be added in the description of climate change’s risks. For example, Wardekker
and Lorenz (2019) noted that IPCC reports could include more moral framing to provide details “on
who is affected” by and who is “most vulnerable” to climate change (286). Moral framing can be
done through case studies that provide character and setting details in terms of “more localised …
and near-term perspectives” (287). For example, the SPM (2014b:30) provides general overviews of
environmentally effective regulatory approaches: “examples of information programmes include
labelling programmes that can help consumers make better-informed decisions.” Alternatively, the
SPM could locate successful case studies of labelling programmes to illustrate in more concrete ways
what these solutions could look like.
Adding specificity can also clarify characters’ goals and the story’s overall moral. The IPCC (2014b:31)
notes that climate change poses a “threat to sustainable development,” indicating that sustainable
development is an overarching goal. However, sustainable development alone is not an objective,
but is a way of meeting our current needs without compromising the needs of future generations
(Brundtland 1987). Making sustainable development the goal of a narrative therefore confuses how
to reach a goal with the goal itself.
A more compelling story would centre more specific goals. The IPCC (2014b) headline statements
include the goals of mitigating “climate-related risks to health, livelihoods, food security, water
supply, human security, and economic growth” (9). However, this list is in quick succession and lacks
details. Instead, each topic could be expanded; for example, including how food insecurity is
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exacerbated by climate change. Having enough food to eat is a basic human need that people can
easily understand, which increases emotional engagement and resonance with the topic. A general
statement about sustainable development is less appealing than specific, actionable goals that may
have higher fidelity with people’s lived experiences.
Comparisons and Analogies
Another way to incorporate narrative elements is in the use of comparisons and analogies.
Comparisons can be incorporated into the AR5’s SPM section on climate projections, which, based
on different scenarios, simulate future potential warming. The AR5’s SPM refers to these four
scenarios as representative concentration pathways (RCPs) that aim to capture the effects of
radiative forcing, which is the difference between absorbed and reflected energy, depending on
various mitigation efforts.
Climate change scenarios already have the basics of a narrative structure – a plot or causality
between events. They have a setting (the RCP), characters (people and governments), conflict (how
will surface temperature change) and a resolution (projected global mean surface temperature). The
AR5 SPM (2014b:10) lists the results of four climate projections, presenting them as unconnected
facts.
As an alternative, the same information could be presented as comparative narratives:
RCP 8.5
If global governments and leaders do not make any effort to constrain emissions, radiative
forcing might increase until it reaches >8.5 W/m2 by 2100. Under this scenario, global mean
surface temperatures are likely to be between 2.6°C and 4.6°C by the end of the century
(2081-2100) relative to 1986-2005. The Arctic will continue to warm more rapidly than the
global mean.
RCP 2.6
Alternatively, if global governments and leaders make a stringent effort to constrain
emissions, radiative forcing might peak at 3 W/m2 before 2100 and then decline. Under this
scenario, global mean surface temperatures are likely to be between 0.3°C and 1.7°C by the
end of the century (2081-2100) relative to 1986-2005. Even with this stringent effort, the
Arctic will continue to warm more rapidly than the global mean, but far less so than in RCP
8.5.
These new descriptions present each scenario as a clearer cause-effect narrative and create a
juxtaposition between them that clearly indicates the better option. Presenting climate projections
as interrelated narratives rather than as lists of facts can make it easier for policymakers to assess
the outcomes associated with each scenario and, consequently, to identify a policy solution, or the
moral of the story, in response to the information (Wardekker and Lorenz 2019).
Moreover, presenting climate projections as narratives could help distinguish between climate
projections and climate predictions. According to the IPCC (2014b), climate projections incorporate
socio-economic and emissions scenarios that may be subject to change. Projections therefore
indicate possible futures rather than probable ones. However, a survey of international climate
scientists suggests that even the scientific community does not always correctly distinguish between
projections and predictions when asked to give a definition (Bray and Storch 2009). This confusing
terminology could potentially result in audiences conflating climate projections with predictions,
which could prevent them from considering the full range of policy options, thereby compromising
the clarity of the story’s moral.
SPMs can also incorporate analogies. For example, one potential analogy that could be added to
increase understanding of CO2 accumulation is comparing sources of carbon to a running faucet
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filling up a tub (Guy et al. 2013). In order to prevent overflowing, the faucet must be slowed down,
or the tub must be drained. A study of this analogy by Guy et al. (2013) found that this analogy led to
a “greater preference for strong action on climate change” and improved “non-experts’
understanding of CO2 accumulation” (579). Analogies can increase audiences’ understanding of
concepts and prompt consideration of appropriate actions in response. This is one example of how
analogies could improve the communication of complex climate information, thereby increasing
narrative fidelity and audience understanding.
Conclusion
Our analysis examined two categories of narrative opportunities: (1) incorporating clear and specific
characters (people and governments), settings (local case studies) and morals (specific goals); and
(2) using comparisons and analogies to help explain scientific concepts and increase narrative
rationality. Narrative elements are tools that scientists can use to help people retain information and
see themselves in the story of climate change. This preliminary inquiry has proposed that by
adopting narrative elements, the IPCC can better tailor SPMs for consumption by public audiences.
Storytelling is a critical, logical enterprise that can increase understanding of climate change and
support for climate mitigation. Instead of separating science from storytelling, informing from
persuading, and climate science from its policy implications, the IPCC can embody its role as a
“science-policy boundary organization” by incorporating sound science and sound communication
strategies in its publications (Wardekker and Lorenz 2019:276). We therefore encourage the IPCC to
take advantage of narrative opportunities in its public-facing communication. This essay is a
preliminary look into how we can craft more effective communication in public-facing IPCC
publications and, more broadly, how narrative elements can strengthen climate communication. We
encourage continued research into this productive intersection of science and storytelling, including
experimental testing to demonstrate the practical value of incorporating narrative elements into
science communication.
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